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Carrot or Stick: The Case for Ethics in 
Compliance and Internal Audit 
Why principles can produce better outcomes than policies
By Jim Passey, MPH, FACHE, CHC

Ancient peoples learned long ago that 
they could motivate an animal to 

action by either dangling a carrot in front 
of it or getting behind it with a stick; and 
thus the “carrot and stick” analogy was 
born. The carrot represents something of 
value for taking action. The stick represents 
a threat or penalty for not taking action.

In compliance and internal audit, much 
of our success comes through our skills 
of motivation and persuasion. Whether 
we know it or not, we frequently use 
a variety of carrots and sticks in our 
motivation techniques. More often 
than not, we reach for the stick before 
considering the many carrots at our 
disposal. Perhaps one of the more 
powerful motivators we can employ is 
emphasizing the principles of ethical 
behavior and outcomes.

Build on foundational values

If you ask a group of people, “What are 
ethics?” you would get many different 
answers. Ethical approaches vary across 
organizations, associations, groups, 
cultures and countries.

Ethics are the principles or values upon 
which individuals conduct their lives. 
What, then, are the appropriate values 
on which you should base your ethics? 
It is here where defining ethical behavior 
becomes vital.

Most organizations have a defined 
mission and accompanying value 
statements that form the basis of its ethics. 
Codes of conduct, employee manuals, 
policies and procedures all codify how 
these values are implemented and 
exercised throughout the organization. 
Most professional organizations have 
their codes of conduct to which members 
must adhere if they want to remain in 
good standing.

Compliance and controls vs. ethics

Most healthcare providers have 
implemented compliance and internal 
audit programs. The programs facilitate 
and enforce behaviors that protect the 
provider from risk on a variety of levels. 
Controls are established, processes are 
examined, performance is measured and 
recommendations are made to facilitate 
behaviors.

Often compliance and internal audit 
programs are seen as the “stick” that 
ensures correct behavior. Some may 
perceive compliance and internal audit 
professionals as the police looking for 
wrong-doers. This perception may be 
self-perpetuated when compliance and 
internal audit professionals focus only 
on the adverse outcomes—such as the 
assessment of fines and penalties, loss 
to the organization, disciplinary action 

or negative public perception—that 
can result by not following prescribed 
guidelines or regulations.

Ethics programs, on the other hand, can 
be seen as the “carrot.” An appeal is made 
to your better nature. You are encouraged 
to behave in a certain manner because it 
is the right thing to do. People want to be 
seen as good corporate citizens.

The ethics approach is based on the 
concept that people are inherently good 
and want to do the right thing. Sights 
are set on purposes that transcend 
the mundane daily activities of the 
organization.

People will more often do as they are 
asked when they feel that it is for a good 
purpose than when they fear adverse 
outcomes if they don’t.

The old adage of “catching more flies 
with honey than with vinegar” rings true. 
A child is more positively motivated by 
allowance money at the end of a task 
than by a spanking. Spanking garners 
immediate results, but it has the tendency 
to breed long-term resentment.

Because many compliance and internal 
audit professionals are not involved in 
just one-time engagements, preserving 
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Executive Summary

Internal controls versus ethics—which works best? Should we look to our inner 
compass to engender the benefit of desired behaviors rather than imposing controls 
from the outside? Have we as professionals ignored what worked in years past?

These are questions few of us ask, but should. There is leverage in showing staff 
the why surrounding certain actions rather than leaning on the what of policy and 
regulation. Ethics encourages people to make value-based decisions. To address 
noncompliance, appealing to people’s principles can often cause change to occur 
more easily. Compliance and internal audit professionals should think more about 
the effectiveness of including ethics in their toolkits.
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the sanctity of client relations is 
important when it comes time for the 
next encounter.

Does this mean we should dismantle our 
compliance and internal audit programs 
for the feel-good of ethics? Of course not. 
To be truly effective, you need both. An 
approach which focuses exclusively on 
trust and the inherent good of others lacks 
the true assurance of correct behavior 
because not all people have the best 
intentions. Organizations must protect 
themselves from misguided individuals, 
opportunists and outright criminals.

However, an approach which focuses 
solely on the rigid structure of rules and 
policies cannot account for every possible 
situation that will arise. Individuals are 
expected to exercise good judgment, 
adopt a standard of reasonableness and 
think beyond the inherent limitations of 
policy. An organization cannot implement 
enough rules to accommodate every 
aspect of human behavior.

A balanced adaptation of the carrot and 
stick approach will result in greater 

employee support and effectiveness. The 
natural inclination of compliance and 
internal audit professionals may be to 
employ the stick of controls, laws and 
rules. More often, however, using the 
carrot of ethics serves to build a stronger 
bridge of understanding and foster a 
greater commitment to accomplishing 
the ultimate goals of the compliance and 
internal audit functions.

Motivate others through ethics

Much of a compliance and internal audit 
professional’s effectiveness is achieved 
through motivating others to action. We 
audit the processes of those over whom 
we have no direct control or authority. 
We make recommendations that may 
require time, labor, money or a change in 
operations.

Sometimes these recommendations are 
not well received. The auditor’s ability to 
influence, persuade, motivate, convince 
or sell others on new ways of managing 
risk and taking action to mitigate those 
risks is often the difference between 

success and failure. Finding the ethical 
basis for addressing issues and reducing 
resistance can be a powerful incentive—
or carrot.

Let’s consider a few simple, hypothetical 
examples to illustrate how to reach for 
the carrot in motivating others through 
ethical principles.

The conflicted volunteer

Phyllis, a volunteer cashier, participated 
in an audit of the hospital gift shop’s 
receipts. Her end-of-day totals rarely 
added up to the day’s receipts. She 
collected all cash and accounted for it at 
the close of business, two duties typically 
seen as being in conflict from an internal 
control view. While there are clear 
financial implications to this scenario, 
the lack of segregation of duties creates 
a difficult environment for Phyllis to 
operate under ethically.

The ethical principles behind segregation 
of duties are not only to protect the 
organization, but to protect those 
involved from allegations of wrongdoing. 
If someone were to accuse Phyllis of 
stealing, how could she protect herself?

Segregation of duties promotes honesty 
and integrity, mitigates unethical behavior 
and creates a layer of quality assurance 
when changes are made to a process.

Putting the financial risk aside, the value 
of the volunteer’s time and contribution 
likely outweighs the comparatively small 
amount of money processed through the 
gift shop. How do we protect the integrity 
and dignity of our valued volunteers from 
allegations of impropriety? That alone 
might motivate those who control the 
process to action. Let’s protect those in 
the process by implementing appropriate 
segregation of duties.

The high school snoop

Jane, an employee, was found to have 
accessed patient information of a high 
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school friend that was not consistent with 
her assigned duties. When asked why 
she accessed the information, she stated 
she was concerned about her friend and 
wanted to see what was wrong with her 
and how she was doing.

In addressing this situation, your natural 
inclination might be to disclose the 
plethora of legal references regarding 
inappropriate patient information 
access and then throw the proverbial 
book at her. You might also investigate 
Jane’s security access to the computer 
system and possibly audit her access 
logs for other breaches. These are mostly 
compliance and controls approaches to 
addressing the issue.

The most prominent ethical issue in this 
case is the organization’s commitment 
to protecting patients’ rights to privacy. 
In some cases, the security of a patient’s 
information can equate to their physical 
or emotional safety.

Assuming Jane is allowed to keep her 
job after this incident, explaining that 
she has placed a patient at risk may be a 
motivating factor behind future compliant 
behavior. Let’s preserve all patients’ rights 
to privacy by emphasizing not accessing 
their protected health information.

The moonlighter

Angela, an employee who works as a 
nurse’s aide, also provides home health 
aide services outside of work. Angela 
was seen giving information about her 
home health aide services to a patient 
in the hospital. Such an act poses a 
conflict of interest. While we could cite 
policies and procedures and possible 
financial implications, what are the ethical 
ramifications of Angela’s actions?

Conflicts of interest create a potential 
breach of loyalty. They place in question 
employees’ duty of loyalty to the 
organization versus their own self-
interest. Self-referring a patient may be 
detrimental to the organization because 
the patient may assume Angela is acting 
as a representative of the hospital and not 
as an independent contractor.

Angela’s services may not be in the 
patient’s best interest, or the patient may 
not be able to pay Angela, believing her 
services would be covered under the 
patient’s insurance. Even if Angela’s acts 
were well-intentioned and not based 
on her financial benefit, she may still be 
doing the patient a disservice. Helping 
Angela understand these dynamics may 
open her eyes to the importance of being 
loyal to the organization and protecting 
the patient.

Considering ethical issues can raise a 
person’s awareness about the impact 
certain behaviors can have beyond the 
traditional rules and regulations of 
standard business protocols.

Can you put a price on ethical 
behavior?

Martha Stewart. Pete Rose. Barry Bonds. 
Tiger Woods. Bernie Madoff. What comes 
to mind when you hear these names? 
If you were to examine their lives, you 
would find that these people worked 
very hard, made tremendous personal 
sacrifices and took great risks to become 
successful in their individual spheres of 
expertise.

Despite these lifelong successes, however, 
many are remembered only for their 
unethical acts. The price of unethical 
behavior can be extremely high to a 

person’s or organization’s reputation. 
What takes a lifetime to build comes 
crumbling down in a comparatively brief 
instant of unethical behavior.

Organizations sometimes don’t weigh 
the implications of ethical risk. The risks 
may be hard to quantify or difficult to 
measure concretely in terms of impact 
or likelihood or occurrence. Without a 
strong value system, individuals make 
decisions based on the needs or wants 
of the moment, and organizations are at 
the mercy of the ethical interpretations of 
whoever happens to be in charge at the 
time a decision is made.

Ethics takes courage

Mark Twain said, “It is curious that 
physical courage should be so common in 
the world and moral courage so rare.”

Emphasizing ethics as a driving force of 
action is not always easy. When someone 
suggests an unethical action, disagreeing 
with them on the grounds of ethics can 
appear to imply that they themselves 
are unethical—and sometimes they are! 
It takes courage to stand up for doing 
what is ethical in the face of financial 
constraints, political pressures or long-
held practices.

Ethical approaches are not the end-all-
be-all. Clearly, compliance and controls 
have their rightful role in reducing risk 
and enforcing accountability. The skill of 
influencing others through ethics could be 
more fully developed to accomplish the 
goals of compliance and internal audit. NP
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